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I. INTRODUCTIONThe measurement of the eletromagneti form fators (FFs) of hadrons and nulei inthe spae{like region of the momentum transfer squared has a long history (for a reentreview see Ref. [1℄). The eletri and magneti FFs were determined both for the protonand the neutron using two di�erent tehniques: the Rosenbluth separation [2℄ and thepolarization transfer method [3℄. It turned out that the measurements of the ratio of theproton eletri to magneti FF using these two methods lead to di�erent results, and thedi�erene is inreasing when Q2 (the four{momentum transfer squared) inreases [4, 5℄.Possible explanations rely on the alulation of radiative orretions to the unpolarizedross setion of elasti eletron{nuleon sattering: the neessity to inlude higher orders[6, 7℄ or to introdue a 2 ontribution [8℄.Hadron eletromagneti FFs are also investigated in the time{like region. Most of thedata were obtained for the �{ and K{mesons. The data on nuleon FFs in the time{likeregion are sare, and a preise separation of the eletri and magneti FFs has not beendone yet. Reent data have been derived by the ISR method from the BABAR ollaboration[9℄. Unexpeted results have been observed in the measurements of the nuleon FFs in thetime{like region (for a reent review see Ref. [10℄).If the 2 mehanism beome sizable, the straightforward extration of the FFs from theexperimental data would be no longer possible [11℄. It is known that double satteringdominates in ollisions of high{energy hadrons with deuterons at high Q2 values [12℄, andin this paper it was predited that 2 exhange an represent a 10% e�et in the elastieletron{deuteron sattering at Q2 �= 1.3 GeV2 ompared to the main (1) mehanism.At the same time the importane of the two{photon{exhange mehanism was onsideredin Ref. [13℄.The reason that the 2 mehanism, where the momentum transfer is equally sharedbetween the two virtual photons, an beome important with inreasing Q2 is that, dueto the steep derease of the FFs, suh ontribution an ompensate the extra fator of �(�=1/137 is the �ne struture onstant for the eletromagneti interation). PerturbativeQCD and quark ounting rules [14, 15℄ predit the dependene of FFs on the momentumtransfer squared and, in partiular, a steeper dereasing of FFs as the number of onstituentspartiles involved in the reation inreases. Therefore, at the same value of Q2, the relative2



role of two photon exhange with respet to the main mehanism, the one-photon exhange,is expeted to be more important for heavier targets, as d, 3He, or 4He, than for the nuleon.The searh of model independent evidene of two-photon exhange in the experimental data,whih should appear as a non linearity of the Rosenbluth �t, was done in ase of deuteronin Ref. [16℄ and in ase of proton in Ref. [17℄. No evidene was found, in the limit of thepreision of the data.Let us note, that these experiments are sensitive to the real part of the interferenebetween one and two photon exhange. A very preise measurement of the transverse beamspin asymmetry in elasti eletron proton sattering is ompatible with a non zero imaginarypart of the two-photon exhange amplitude [18℄. Reently, the HAPPEX Collaboration atJe�erson Laboratory has measured the transverse beam spin asymmetry for elasti eletronsattering from proton and 4He target. It is the �rst measurement of the asymmetry froma nuleus and it appears to be non{negligible [19℄.The 2 ontribution should also manifest itself in the time{like region. Theoretially thisproblem was �rstly disussed in Ref. [20℄ for the ase of the annihilation of a e+e�{pair intoa �� pair. The general analysis of the polarization phenomena in the reation �p+p! e++e�and in the time reversal hannel, taking into aount the 2 ontribution, was done in Ref.[21℄. An analysis of the BABAR data does not show evidene of two photon ontribution,in the limit of the unertainty of the data [22℄.In this paper we onsider the problem of the two photon ontribution in heavier targets.In ase of spin 1/2 partiles, as 3He or 3H, one an apply the same model independentstatements as for the nuleon [23℄. For spinless partiles, the formalism will be derived inthis work.From the experimental point of view, the following reations involving spinless partiles,are easily aessible: e�(p1) +4He(q1)! e�(p2) +4He(q2); (1)and e+ + e� ! �+ + ��: (2)The 4He nuleus plays a speial role among the few{body systems. It has muh higherdensity, omparable to the one of heavier nulei. The e�ets due to many{body fores andorrelations are expeted to be more important than in the A = 3 systems. Various models3



reprodue quite well the 4He binding energy and an be further tested by omparing theorresponding FF to the data.Data exist for the 4He harge FF, and the FF measurements extend to large Q2 [24℄. Thehighest momentum transfers were ahieved by an experiment arried out at SLAC. The 4HeFF was measured up to Q2 = 64 fm�2 where the ounting rate dropped to one event/week[25℄. In this range the magnitude of the FF dereases by �ve orders of magnitude. Inpriniple, at suh values of Q2, the 2 ontribution may appear from the data, sine theBorn (one{photon{exhange) ontribution is expeted to derease faster than the 2 one.We derive here the expressions for the di�erential ross setions for the ase when thematrix element of the reations (1) and (2) ontains the 2 ontribution. The parametriza-tion of the 2 term is performed following a similar approah as used in the Refs. [23℄. Weinvestigated also the e�et of non{zero lepton mass whih may be relevant in the ase of themuon sattering.II. THE REACTIONS e� +4He! e� +4He AND � +N ! � +NWe onsider the 2 ontribution to elasti eletron{helium sattering, e� +4 He !e� +4He, in a model independent way, based on general properties of the strong and theeletromagneti interations. This approah is similar to the one used for the analysis ofthe 2 ontribution to the elasti eletron{nuleon e� + N ! e� + N [23℄, and to theproton{antiproton annihilation to the e+e�{pair [21℄.The spin struture of the matrix element for e� +4He! e� +4He an be established inanalogy with elasti pion{nuleon sattering [26℄, using the general properties of the eletron{hadron interation, suh as the Lorentz invariane and P{invariane. In this respet, thedisussion of the reations e� +4He ! e� +4He and e+ + e� ! �+ + �� follows similaronsiderations, as the spin of the partile involved are the same and these reations arerelated by rossing symmetry.Taking into aount the identity of the initial and �nal states and the T{invariane ofthe strong interation, the reations where a partile of the spin 0 is sattered by a partilewith spin 1=2, are desribed by two independent amplitudes. So, the general form of thematrix element for the � + N ! � + N reation as well as the e� +4He ! e� +4He one,4



taking into aount the 2 ontribution, are essentially idential and an be written as [26℄M(s; t) ' �u(p2)"A1(s; t) + A2(s; t)Q̂#u(p1)'(q1)'(q2)�; Q = 12(q1 + q2); (3)Q = 12(q1 + q2);where '(q1), '(q2) are the wave funtions of the initial and �nal pions (or 4He), u(p1), u(p2)are the spinors desribing the initial and �nal nuleon (or eletron), and are funtions of theorresponding four-momenta. Here A1 and A2 are two omplex invariant funtions of thevariables s = (q1 + p1)2 and t = (q2� q1)2: At high energies, Feynman diagrams in QED areinvariant under the hirality operation u(p)! 5u(p), therefore, invariant strutures in thematrix element whih hange their sign under this transformation, suh as �u(p2)u(p1), anbe negleted in the unpolarized ross setion, as they are small, proportional to the eletronmass. However, suh ontributions are important in the analysis of the properties of somepolarization observables and will be onsidered below.Let us onsider elasti eletron{helium sattering (inluding 2 mehanism) and re-writeEq. (3) in the following general form:M(s; q2) = e2Q2 �u(p2)"mF1(s; q2) + F2(s; q2)P̂#u(p1)'(q1)'(q2)� = e2Q2N ; (4)where '(q1) and '(q2) are the wave funtions of the initial and �nal helium, with P = q1+q2and u(p1), u(p2) are the spinors of the initial and �nal eletrons, respetively. Here F1 andF2 are two invariant amplitudes, whih are, generally, omplex funtions of two variabless = (q1 + p1)2 and q2 = (q2 � q1)2 = �Q2 and m is the eletron mass. The matrix element(4) ontains the heliity{ip amplitude F1 whih is proportional to the eletron mass, whihis expliitly singled out. This small amplitude is not negleted here, beause we will disussa nonzero polarization observable, the single{spin asymmetry, whih is proportional to F1.Therefore, two omplex amplitudes, Fi(s; q2), i = 1; 2, fully desribe the spin struture ofthe matrix element for the reations onsidered here, independently on the reation meha-nism, as the number of exhanged virtual photons.In the Born (one{photon{exhange) approximation these amplitudes beome:FBorn1 (s; q2) = 0; FBorn2 (s; q2) = F (q2); (5)5



where the funtion F (q2) is the helium eletromagneti harge form fator depending onlyon the virtual photon four{momentum squared. Due to the urrent hermitiity the FF F (q2)is a real funtion in the region of the spae{like momentum transfer.The harge FF is normalized as F (0) = Z; where Z is the helium harge.To separate the e�ets due to the Born and the two{photon exhange ontributions,let us single out the dominant ontribution and de�ne the following deompositions of theamplitude [23℄ F2(s; q2) = F (q2) + f(s; q2): (6)The order of magnitude of these quantities is F1(s; q2) and f(s; q2) � �; and F (q2) � �0.Sine the terms F1 and f are small in omparison with the dominant one, we neglet belowthe bilinear ombinations of these small terms multiplied by the fator m2.Then the di�erential ross setion of the reation (1) an be written as follows in thelaboratory (Lab) system: d�d
 = �24M2 E 02E2 jN j2Q4 ; (7)where Q2 = �q2, M is the helium mass, and E(E 0) is the energy of the initial (sattered)eletron.The di�erential ross setion of the reation (1), for the ase of unpolarized partiles, hasthe following form in the Born approximationd�Bornund
 = �2 os2 �24E2 sin4 �2 "1 + 2 EM sin2 �2#�1F 2(q2); (8)where � is the eletron sattering angle in Lab system. Eq. (8) is onsistent with the wellknown result for the di�erential ross setion of the reation (1), Ref. [27℄. Inluding the 2ontribution leads to three new termsd�und
 = �2 os2 �24E2 sin4 �2 "1 + 2 EM sin2 �2#�1(F 2(q2) + 2F (q2)Re f(s; q2) + jf(s; q2)j2 ++m2M2"ME + (1 + ME ) tan2 �2#F (q2)ReF1(s; q2)): (9)Let us de�ne the oordinate frame in Lab system of the reation (1). The z axis is diretedalong the momentum of the initial eletron beam, the y axis is orthogonal to the reationplane and direted along the vetor ~p � ~p0, where ~p(~p0) is the initial (sattered) eletronmomentum, and the x axis forms a left{handed oordinate system.6



Note that, in the ase of the elasti sattering of transversally polarized eletron beamon helium target, the 2 ontribution leads to a non{zero asymmetry, ontrary to the Bornapproximation. This asymmetry arises from the interferene between 1 and 2 exhangeand an be written as: Ay = �" � �#�" + �# ; (10)where �"(�#) is the ross setion for eletron beam polarized parallel (antiparallel) to thenormal of the sattering plane. This asymmetry is determined by the polarization omponentwhih is perpendiular to the reation plane:Ay � ~se � ~p� ~p0j~p� ~p0j � sy; (11)where ~se is the spin vetor of the eletron beam. In terms of the amplitudes, it is expressedas: Ay = 2mM tan �2 ImF1(s; q2)F (q2) : (12)Being a T{odd quantity, it is ompletely determined by the 2 ontribution through thespin{ip amplitude F1(s; q2) and, therefore, it is proportional to the eletron mass.As one an see from Eq. (9), the extration of the value of the helium form fator from themeasured ross setion is determined by the real part of the dominant two{photon exhangeamplitude, if we neglet the small ontributions due to the heliity{ip amplitude. On theontrary, the Ay asymmetry is determined only by the imaginary part of the heliity{ip two{photon{exhange amplitude. Thus, the presene of this Ay asymmetry must be taken intoaount in parity{violating experiments sine it is a possible bakground in the measurementof the parity{violating asymmetry. Experimentally, for elasti e�+4He sattering, a value ofAexpy (4He) = �13:51� 1:34(stat)� 0:37(syst) ppm for E = 2:75 GeV, � = 60, and Q2=0.077GeV2 has been measured [19℄, to be ompared to a theoretial predition Athy (4He) � 10�10whih assumes that the target remains in its ground state [28℄. This di�erene (by �ve ordersof magnitude) was possibly explained by a signi�ant ontribution of the exited states ofthe nuleus [19℄.Using the value of the measured asymmetry we an determine the size of the imaginarypart of the spin{ip amplitude F1 for the experimental onditions of the Je�erson Labexperiment [19℄. From Eq. (12) we obtain Im F1 � �F (q2) for � = 60. Assuming thatRe F1 � Im F1, then the ontribution of the spin{ip amplitude to the di�erential ross7



setion of the elasti eletron{helium sattering is negligible due to the small fator m2=M2.One may expet that the imaginary part of the non{spin{ip amplitude, namely, its two{photon{exhange part, is of the same order as Im F1 sine we singled out the small fatorm=M from the amplitude F1. In this ase we obtain an extremely large value for the two{photon{exhange mehanism, of the same order as the one{photon{exhange ontributionitself, at suh low q2 value. Therefore, we an onlude that either our assumption, about themagnitudes of Im f and Im F1, is not orret, or the experimental results on the asymmetryare somewhat large.III. REACTION e+ + e� ! �+ + ��Let us onsider the 2 ontribution to the reation (2). The matrix element of thisreation an be obtained from the expression (4) by the following substitution: q1 ! �q1;p2 ! �p2: As a result one hasM(q2; t) = e2q2 �u(�p2)"mF1(q2; t) + F2(q2; t)R̂#u(p1)'(q1)�'(q2)� = e2q2 �N ; (13)where q = q1 + q2; R = q2 � q1; t = (p1 � q1)2 and q1 (q2) and p1 (p2) are the four{momentaof the �nal ��(�+) meson and eletron (positron), respetively; '(q1) and '(q2) are thewave funtions of the �nal pions. Here F1 and F2 are two invariant amplitudes, whih are,generally, omplex funtions of two variables q2 and t.In the Born (one{photon{exhange) approximation these amplitudes redue to:FBorn1 (q2; t) = 0; FBorn2 (q2; t) = F (q2); (14)where the funtion F (q2) is the pion eletromagneti harge FF depending only upon thevirtual photon four{momentum squared. In the region of time{like momentum transfer dueto the strong interation in the �nal state the FF F (q2) is a omplex funtion. The pion FFhas the following normalization: F (0) = 1.Again, to separate the e�ets due to the Born (one{photon exhange) and 2 ontribu-tions, let us single out the dominant ontribution and de�ne the following deompositionsof the amplitude F2(q2; t) = F (q2) + f(q2; t): (15)8



The order of magnitude of these quantities is F1(q2; t), f(q2; t) � �, and F (q2) � �0. Weagain neglet below the bilinear ombinations of these small terms multiplied by the fatorm2.The di�erential ross setion of the reation (2) an be written as follows in the enter ofmass system (CMS) d�d
 = �2�8q6 j �N j2; (16)where � =p1� 4M2=q2 is the pion veloity in CMS and M is the pion mass.The di�erential ross setion of the reation (2), for the ase of unpolarized partiles, hasthe following form in the Born approximation (negleting the eletron mass)d�Bornund
 = �2�38q2 sin2 �jF (q2)j2; (17)where � is the pion sattering angle in CMS. This expression reprodue well known result forthe di�erential ross setion of the reation (2) [29℄. The inlusion of the 2 ontributionsleads to new terms:d�und
 = �2�3 sin2 �8q2 (jF (q2)j2 + 2ReF (q2)f(q2; t)� + jf(q2; t)j2 ++4m2q2 ot �sin � "os �jF (q2)j2 + 2ReF (q2)(os �f(q2; t)� ��1F1(q2; t))�#): (18)Let us de�ne the oordinate frame in CMS of the reation (2). The z axis is direted alongthe momentum of the initial eletron beam, y axis is orthogonal to the reation plane anddireted along the vetor ~p � ~q, where ~p(~q) is the initial eletron (�nal pion) momentum,and the x axis forms a left{handed oordinate system.Note that single{spin asymmetry for the reation (2) is zero in the Born approximation.But taking into aount the 2 ontribution leads to the non{zero asymmetry in the ase ofthe sattering of the transversally polarized eletron beam. This asymmetry an be writtenas Ay = 4 mpq2 1� 1sin � ImF (q2)F1(q2; t)�jF (q2)j2 ; (19)and it is determined by the polarization omponent of the eletron spin vetor whih isperpendiular to the reation plane. Suh asymmetry is a T-odd quantity, fully due to the2 ontribution. It is determined by the spin{ip amplitude F1(q2; t) and therefore it isproportional to the eletron mass. 9



As it was shown in Ref. [23℄, symmetry properties of the amplitudes with respet tothe os � ! � os � transformation an be derived from the C invariane of the onsideredmehanism with the 2 ontribution:f(os �) = �f(� os �); F1(os �) = F1(� os �):Let us onsider the situation when the experimental apparatus does not distinguish theharge of the pion. Then we measure the following sum of the di�erential ross setionsd�+d
 = d�d
(os �) + d�d
(� os �): (20)As shown in Ref. [20℄, the sum of di�erential ross setions at � and � � � is not sensitiveto the interferene between the matrix elements orresponding to the one- and two{photonexhange diagrams, whereas the di�erene of the orresponding terms, is fully due to thepresene of the 2 ontribution.IV. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATAIn the Born approximation, the 4He FF depends only on the momentum transfer squared,Q2. The presene of a sizable 2 ontribution should appear as a deviation from a onstantbehavior of the ross setion measured at di�erent angles and at the same Q2. In ase of4He few data exist at the same �Q2 value, for Q2 < 8 fm�2 [30℄. We heked the deviationof these data from a onstant value, with a two parameter �t, as a funtion of the osine ofthe eletron sattering angle: �redj �Q2(�) = a+ � b os �: (21)No deviation from a onstant is seen, the slope for eah individual �t being always ompatiblewith zero (see Fig. 1). The results for the parameters of the individual �ts and the �2 arereported in Table I.From table I a systemati negative sign for the slope appears, in partiular at large Q2,beyond the node of the FF. It ould be the hint of a deviation from zero, whih shouldinrease at larger Q2, if it results from a manifestation of 2 exhange.To exploit the data points at higher Q2, we did a two dimensional �t, in the variables Q2and os �: �red(Q2; os �) = (1� a2Q2)6e�b2Q2[1 + �2Q2 os �℄: (22)10



Q2 [fm �2℄ a ��a b��b �20.5 (66 � 4) E-02 -6 � 9 0.11 (0.40� 3) E-02 -3� 8 0.21.5 (0.24� 2) E-02 1.0 � 0.1 0.12 (15 � 2) E-03 0.0 � 0.1 0.13 (65 � 4) E-03 0.� 1 0.14 (25 � 2) E-03 0.0� 0.4 0.15 (101� 8) E-04 -0.2� 0.2 0.56 (40� 5) E-04 -0.1� 0.1 0.67 (15� 3) E-04 -0.09� 0.07 1.08 (38� 9) E-05 -0.01� 0.03 1.0TABLE I: For eah Q2 value, the interept a and the slope b from the linear �t of the reduedross setion, as a funtion of os �, are given for the available Q2 values (data from Ref. [30℄).This parametrization is a simple modi�ation of the one used in Ref. [25℄, where the datawere interpreted assuming 1 approximation. Eq. (22) takes into aount a os � dependeneas well as a smoother dependene on Q2 whih are both expeted in presene of a 2ontribution. Suh parametrization gives a reasonable �t up to Q2=20 fm�2. The extratedFFs inluding (or not) the 2 term in general overlap. A small di�erene an be seen at thenode, whih an be attributed to numerial instabilities, at largeQ2. Typially the additional2 term is lower that 1%, exluding the fator of �, and an be absorbed imposing an extrafator of Q2 in the parametrization of the 2 term.Data exist up to Q2 � 40 fm�2, but two problems make diÆult a reliable extrationof the 2 ontribution. From one side the Q2 parametrization of FFs should have anotherfuntional dependene. In Ref. [25℄ a form as �red(Q2; os �) = a2e�2bQ2 ; with a = 0:034�0:004 and b = 2:72� 0:09 was suggested. On another side, the high Q2 data were olletedat the same sattering angle �e = 80, masking a possible angular sensitivity indued by the2 term. Therefore, from these data no extration of a possible two photon ontributionappears feasible.
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V. CONCLUSIONSWe have presented a parallel study of two reations whih involve 1/2 and zero spinpartiles: the elasti sattering e� +4He ! e� +4He, and the e+ + e� ! �+ + �� anni-hilation. We have derived general expressions for the matrix elements and for polarizationphenomena, within a model independent formalism based on fundamental symmetries of theeletromagneti interation and on rossing symmetry.Let us summarize the main results of this paper.We have shown that the presene of 2 exhange an be parametrized by two omplexamplitudes instead of a real (omplex) one for the sattering (annihilation) hannel. Theadditional terms whih appear in the ross setion depend on the angle of the emittedpartile, and should manifest- in the sattering hannel, as an angular dependene of the redued di�erential rosssetion at �xed Q2- in the annihilation hannel, as a harge asymmetry at the same emission angle, or inan asymmetri angular distribution of the emitted partile.The 2 ontribution ould also be deteted using a transversally polarized eletron beam,whih indues a T-odd asymmetry of the order of the eletron mass.An analysis of the existing data does not allow to reah evidene of the presene of the2 mehanism, as previously attempted for other reations involving protons and deuterons.These onlusions hold inluding Coulomb orretions, whih are of the order of few thou-sandth.The experimental data have been orreted from radiative orretions, using a methoddeveloped by Mo and Tsai [31℄. Radiative orretions modify the size and the angulardependene of the di�erential ross setion and should be arefully taken into aount.They depend on the experimental onditions, the kinematis and the aeptane, usuallyintrodued as a uto� in the energy spetra, whih orrespond to the maximal energy allowedfor the emitted soft photons. Reently it appeared that higher order orretions should alsobe taken into aount, as they are strongly dependent on the same kinematial variableswhih are relevant for the extration of the FFs [6, 7℄. In Ref. [30℄ it was mentioned thatthe applied orretions varied from 12% to 24%. Radiative orretions at higher order anbe very large already at low Q2, as the main e�et is driven by log Q2m2 and they an be taken12
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FIG. 1: Redued ross setion as a funtion of os �, at Q2=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 fm�2(from top to bottom). The data are from Ref. [30℄ and the lines are two parameter linear �ts.into aount in a very e�etive way in frame of the struture fuintion approah [33℄. Aomparison between the �rst order alulations and the struture funtion approah will bepublished elsewhere.In onlusion we stress the need for Rosenbluth experiments at largerQ2 and for measure-ments of the single{spin asymmetry with a transversally polarized eletron beam at otherQ2 values.We also stress the need of taking into aount radiative orretions at high order. Thee�et of large logarithm an appear already at low Q2 values.
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